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Gov. Sanders Due
Saturday To Open
Tribute Banquet
Plans are completed
and He will be met by a welcomtickets nearly sold out for to- ing committee of College Young
morrow's "Carl Sanders Appre- Democrats.
ciation Night" banquet, accordThe banquet, which begins at
ing to the coordinators of the 7:30 p.m.. will open with Acaevent.
demic Dean Paul F. Carroll delivering the invocation. After
Governor Sanders is presentdinner various testimonials will
ly slated to arrive via plane
be given by faculty, townspeople
sometime Saturday
morning.
and students.

Overstreet Set
AMERICAN FOLK BALLET
Troupe to Appear Here Oct. 31, Sponsored by CLEC

For T.V. Series

Curtain Raises on American
Folk Ballet Monday Night
By ANN VAUGHAN
The American Folk Ballet,
under the direction of Miss
Burch Mann, opens in McCroan
Auditorium Monday night at
8:15, presenting "Winter At
Deep Creek.' '
Presented as the first in the
1966-67 Campus Life Enrichment Series, this dance company has 45 dancers and musicians. Tickets may be picked up
at the office of the Director of
Stude.it Activities in room 107 of
the Williams Center. There is
no charge for all students.
The group has four full length
ballets in its repertoire at this
time, each of which represents a segment of the pioneer
Spirit that moulded America.

Miss Mann, who formed the
company in Los Angeles, sought
an art form which would fully
express the vigor and exuberance of America. To do this,
she undertook extensive research in American literature,
history and music, as well as a
full exploration cf the world's
dance forms. The result is not
simply a new way of dancing—
but an entire revolution in the
concept of theatrical presentation— a musical drama that is
a blending of art expressions,
and which, above all, never loses sight of the primary purposes of theatre—enriching entertainment.
The American Folk Ballet is
a product of nine years of strict

Northrip Announces
South Pacific Heads
The directors of South Pacific
have
been
announced
by
Don Northrip, director of the
Opera Workshop, musical director and conductor of the show.
Mrs. Reba Barnes, physical
education instructor, in charge
of the dance classes, will act
as choreographer. Ralph Jones
will be technical director and
stabe manager, positions similar to those in Westside Story.
Miss Jane Lightcap, English instructor, will manage the box
office and ticket sales in the
capacity of business manager. William P. Sandlin, a new
professor in- voice, will act as
assistant vocal coach.
Two new instructors will be
active in the production. Miss
Victorio Haro-Lopez, assistant
professor of Spanish, will be

working with make-up.
Miss
Marjorie Ann Thomas, speech
instructor, will be the dramatic and staging director.

President Zach S. Henderson
will then officiate at a special
tribute to the Governor for his
service to the college during his
four-year administration.

The first of a video taped se
ries on Georgia literary figures,
presented by Robert Overstreet,
assistant professor of speech,
appears on educational television Thursday.
The first 15-minute program
features Carson McCullers. It
technical training and dedica- will be shown on Channels 8&9
tion. To assure continuous and at 7:45 p.m.
The series will be approximserious study, Miss Mann maintains a studio in Pasedena ately 15 shows long, according
where she develops dancers who to Overstreet. The second procan master the broad techniq- gram also features Carson Mcues and interpretative powers Cullers. The format for all the
which her diversified and ex- shows includes a short introduction with a biographical sketciting choreography demands.
The West, says Miss Mann, ch of tire author, followed by
the
author's
was that part of America least readings from
touched by European influence. works.
The first show will feature
It was on that prairie that she
was born, and after many years "The Jockey" by Miss McCulas a ballet dancer, teacher and lers. It is illustrated with phochoreographer, she returned to tographs taken by Ric Mandes,
the prairie for the seed from director of public relations. Powhich a true American dance sing for th epictures were Roy
form could be created. "I re- Powell, assistant professor of
alized," said Miss Mann, "that English; Don Davis, English inEuropean ballet, created in the structor; Gary Stough, and Verbaroque courts of kings, could on Jones, Statesboro citizen.
The second program, which
never hope to express an open
society that spread free as the will be shown Dec. 3, will featall grass over the endless ture "The Ballad of the Sad
plains. European ballet did, and Cafe." Overstreet is reading
still does, draw its life blood the gifht scene and the confrom the great cities of the. clusion, "Twelve Mortal Men."
world. The roots of America lie Tnis program is illustrated by
in the land. From this land the Larry Gordon, former GSC art
American dance must draw its student. The music was created by Mike Mortsolf.
strength."

Although it was previously
planned for the governor's entire family to accompany him,
his children will be unable to
attend due to school schedules.
In addition to his wife, the former Betty Byrd Foy of Statesboro, Doug Barnard, an executive secretary, and Larry Loyd.
a special aide, will accompany
Governor Sanders on the trip,
Mrs. .1. P. Foy, the governor's
mother-in-law and wife of Jesse
Ponita Foy for whom the new
art building will be named, will
also be present for the festivities.
At 2:30 p.m. ceremonies Sunday. Governor Sanders will dedicate five campus buildings either begun or completed during his administration For the
dedication
program
he will
stand in front of Winburn Hall,
within sight of the five buildings.
Immediately
following
the
program, a tea will be held
in the Olliff Hall lobby. Guests
will be able to personally in
spect the new buildings with
each holding Open House during the afternoon.

Congress Grants
Masquers $600

(Continued on Page 2)

UMOC Contest Begins Monday

Alpha Phi Omega service
Several members of Masquers will work with make-up fraternity will sponsor the annual Ugly Man on Campus
and the technical aspect.
contest, Oct .31 - Nov. 3, accorCast call for the production
ding to Ronnie Braziel, first
will be Nov. 2, Wednesday, at
vice president of the fraternity
7:00 p.m. in the rehearsal hall
and coordinator of the event.
of the music building. All memAn entry fee of $1 must be
bers of the cast should attend.
Rehearsal plans will be an- turned into Braziel by noon, Oct
28.
nounced at this time.
Any Student Congress approved organization, dormitories
included, are eligible to enINDEX
ter candidates. The participGarfunkel
2 ants will be permitted to camPBX Feature
5 paign in any area they choose,
Editorials
4 collecting money which will
Sports
10-11 count one cent per vote. The
Foreign Stud
9 entrant with the largest number
of votes will be crowned as the

winner at the Sigma Epsilon
Chi dance Friday, Nov. 4.
Braziel added that all proceeds from the event will go
to the March of Dimes. Money
must be turned into him in 210
E. Dorman Hall by 6 p.m.
Thursday, Nov.
All candidates are requested
to dress "very ugly" on the
last day of the contest.
'^During the past years
the
Ugly Man Contest has been
a highlight during fall quarter,"
said Braziel. "We hope students will actively support this
worthwhile project which will
not only be fun for candidates
and students, but will also help
the March of Dimes."

Student Congress has voted
to give the Masquers $600 to
purchase lighting equipment. The
motion was passed at the Oct.
13, regular meeting.
The measure was a modification of a similiar earlier proposal which would have alloted
the dramatic group $1000 to be
used in any way they desired.
Congress also received student nominations for "Who's Who
in American Colleges and Universities."
Among other items of business at the meeting were discussion of use of the Alumni Gymnasium for social activities, assigning of responsibility for
placing a trash can on the
campus golf course, and naming of the 1967 homecoming
committee.
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i Dear Garfunkel,
Someone told me that there
| is to be an observatory, equipI ped with a telescope, in the
! back of the new fine arts building. Is this true?
I. C. Ewe
Dear I.C.
I don't know where you got
your facts, but why else would
they have built Winburn Hall
behind the fine arts building?
Many celestial bodies can be
viewed through Winburn's windows.

Dear Ache,
Certainly, as you can see, there
are witches there who treat
you with tricks every day.

Dear Garfunkel,
I have heard a rumor about
a club which meets weekly;
its members drink and have orgies. What does this mean?
How can I find out more about it?
Dear Editor.
Dear Look E.
Referring to an article apAn orgy is a conglomeration
of excited people; they are try- pearing on the Sports Page two
ing to get permission to pull weeks ago: The suggestion that
:•: * *
off a display in the Student college freshmen should "put
Dear Garfunkel,
Center next weekend to begin away highschool letter sweaWhat can I do to avoid obters and jackets' 'is silly and
their
membership drive.
scene, harrassing, and threatenimpractical, not to mention dicing phone calls
tatorial.
I. M. Skeert
Dear Garfunkel,
These garments not only cost
Dear I.M.
My father tried to get a job
money and serve as outer covCome by the office, and I (Continued from Page 1)
as manager of the Frank I.
erings, but they are a secuwon't bother you anymore.
Williams Center. He was turn* * *
Miss Mann contends that Am- rity device which helps the stued down. Could you tell me
erica has failed to produce any dent make the transition to colDear Garfunkel,
why?
distinctive style in ballet be- lege. (You know, like Linus's
I
heard
that
Georgia
SouthB. A. Ounce
ern had the friendliest people cause it continues to imitate. blanket).
Dear B.A.
Any American dance form, she
Maybe your father smiles too in the world. So I came here, says, must not be copied from
and no one speaks. Why is
I am highly indignant that
much for the job.
the English, the French, or the
this?
someone wants to prevent studUra Snob Russian, but must be born of ents from wearing these high
our own heritabe. "In attemptDear Ura,
Dear Garfunkel,
school honors.
Last year we did have the ing to recapture the spirit of
Last year, everything I tried
Robert Sessions
to do fell through. What can friendliest people in the world pioneer America," she says,
v
I do to improve myself?
' here, but both of them have "I've tried to remember that
art is not an elegant spectable
Essie Ekks transferred.
* * *
but the simple record of man's
Dear Editor;
Dear Essie,
journey across the earth. In my
Dear Garfunkel,
May I take this opportunity
Why don't you try joining a
1 heard that some of the stu- case, the record of those men to express my distress at the
club? You know that divided dents are planning to go trick and women who made the jouryou may fall, but united you or treating at the cafeteria. Do ney across America and 'hamm- Board of Regents' decision to
name the new fine arts building
fall together.
they really observe Halloween ered a nation out of a wilder- after J. P. Foy. Nowhere in the
ness.' "
in the cafeteria?
biographical sketch given in
N. Dye Gestion
last week's paper was there
any mention of a contribution
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa Island, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard
to the college.
Chapman College's floating campus.
.
, UA
A
3 u snaili
The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut s Tomb in the „, orSj r
Dean of MeimtKleeJed
Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World

... Ballet

U
^^transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travel semester at sea to his. record at
the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in lite

Your article said that he was
a planter, a naval stores farmer and a cotton gin owner.
Wow. If this is all the qualification one needs ,in addition to
being a member of the Chamber of Commerce and a member of a local church, to be
memorialized with a building
named after you. then it is a
sad state of affairs.
After some checking 1 find
that .1. P. Foy is the fatherin-law of Governor Carl E. Sun
jers. Certainly no one in his
right mind can criticise the governor for bad policy toward
GSC. It might be better, however, to name the building for
him rather than a local farmer
who has apparently contributed
nothing to the school. 1 understand that buildings cannot be
named for living persons. This
is no excuse for such procedure
though.

Youth Camp Trustee

Walton Gibbs, the new assissciences.
^ ^
^ ^^ students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with qJ tant Dean of Men,i(h:a^.. been
eleqtgd'to t^e board'pf 'trustees
Chapman aboard the s.s. RYNDAM. for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger y.
of the Georgia Primitive Baptist Youth Camp, Inc. Gibbs
Ag£1
In February still another 450 will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester,"
will serve on the committee
this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil* Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco,
with eight other men from this
Soain Portugal. The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New York.
...
flll
community.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in your educational plans, fill
in the information below and mail

The youth camp, which is located near Collins', Georgia, serves
as a summer camp and also as
a religious meeting center. The
Primitive Baptist Church has an
; active summer program for its
younger members and also encourages youth of other faiths
to participate in its various programs.
The purpose of the board of
trustees is to assume total responsibility for supervision of the
youth camp. Gibbs, who was elected to the position earlier this
fall, is anticipating a most successful year for the camp.

Not even Gov. Sanders has
made as many contributions
as President Henderson. I don't
notice any buildings being named for any of his relatives.
It is a despicable situation
when politics must play such a
significant role in college memorials,
especially involving
such a fine man as Gov. Sanders.
Name Withheld by Request

Business

Fralcrnih

Eleeb* Pledge Officers
Delta Sigma Pi. an international business administration fraternity, has elected officers for its new nine member
pledge class.
The officers are: president.
Edwin Heard, Man., vice-president, William Fox, Gen. Bus..
secretary - treasurer. Jake Goddard. Gen. Bus.
Other new pledges are Sonny
Deavours, Joe Fincher, Jerry
Popell, James Bolin. Kelly Hardwick, and Michael Brundage.
Membership of Delta Sigma
Pi is limited to male business
and economics majors with a
minimum grade point average
of 2.0 .

Wood's Barber Shop
Your Head Is Our Business ^^
We Specialize in Strafgjtfewnq & Styfcq

Name.

Orange. California 92666
(First)

(Last)

Address.
City.

Telephone.

(Indicate Home or College/University)
___

—UNIVERSITY—
TED
HAROLD HENRY

|8 Chapman
^g? College

Director of Admissions
Chapman College
Orange, California 92666

State

Zip.
.Age.

The Ryndam is of West German registry.

-re-

present Status
College/University
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

□
D
□
D
D

DAIRY QUEEN
and Brazier
Delicious Charbroiled
Brazier Burgers
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

J

Twirp! Get This Boys:
Girls Will Pay Your Way
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By CINDY CAHSON
Twirp Week and Sadie HawkShcriiilc for Twirp Week
ins Day are firsts in the life
of Georgia Southern. Students
Monday,
Oct.
31
American Folk Ballet,
have complained about the dull
McCroan
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.
life led by a student of this
Tuesday, Nov. 1
0pen
college, and now they are being
Wednesday, Nov. 2
Sadie Hawkiins Day
given the chance to make this
alleged dull life a bit more
Mat Dance - Alumni Gym - 8:00 p.m.
lively.
Thursday, Nov. 3
0pen
As an interesting turn-about,
Friday, Nov. 4
National Guard Armory
women students will be given
Sigma Epsilon C~< dance
the chance to ask for dates with
the men of their choice, for whom
they will foot the bill for entertainment. Girls will call for
their dates at the men's dorms,
where the boys will sign out
on date cards. Girls must be
sure to have their dates in by
11:00 unless they have late permits which will allow them to
As part of the Twirp Week
stay out until 11:30.
In France. St. Catherine's
The only part of the dating festivities, Wednesday, Novem- Day supplies the desired opporwhirl that will remain the same ber 2, has beon designated as tunity to unmarried females fois the regulation that female Sadie Hawkins Day. This day acquiring a mate, although what
STOP . . STOP
students, alas, must also be in will be an opportunity for the must have begun as a serous New Sign Has Been Added — Corner of Lake Drive and Chandler
the dorms by 11:00 on week Students of Georgia Southern custom, intended to solve a so- Road . . . Has Already Been Hit by Volkswagen.
nights and 12:00 on weekends. to "go grub" and wear "coun- cial problem has degenerated
try-style" clothing for the cele- there and everywhere into mere
bration of the female field day. game or hilarious ceremo..y
Sadie Hawkins day originat- without actual matrimony reThe Steps of Rhylhm
ed as the invention of Alfred sulting.
To Play for Mat Dance Gerald Capline, the cartoonist,
In the United States, he Safor his comic strip L'il Abner. di Hawkins Day obsrvanc is
The Twirp Week activity sche- He introduced the day in 1938 also incorporated in various
duled for Wednesday night, No- as an occasion upon which the promotional and publicity provember 2, is a mat dance to maidens and spinsters of the grams. When the day is celebe sponsored by Student Con- mythical tcwn cf Dogpatch might brated on the campuses or elsegress. The dance will be held lawfully pursue the unattached where the captured male is
in the Alumni Gym from 8:00 males of the community in a simply the private property of Gamma Si<j Pledges
to 10:00 p.m.
free-for-all race, the males be- his captor, the inforced partner
Entertainme.it for the dance ing obliged to "marry-up" with at a dance or some mock ce- To Hold Car Wash
will be provided by the Steps the females who caught them. remony and is spared the perThe pledges of Gamma Sigof Rhythm, a nationally known
Mr. Caplin did not realize that manent bond of marriage.
ma Upsilon sorority will hold
dance group. There will be no he was filling a gap in the Am1 | V: 'x-vy have
a car wash on Saturday, Octcharge for admission to th:s erican! cultural1 pattern, but'such: Four Groups Featured
a 4th of July
ober 29, from 8:00 a.m. until
dance.
was the case since the day has
6:00 p.m. The car. wash will be
in England?
subsequently been observed in At Twirp Week Dance
held at Mac's Standard Service
many localities throughout the
On Friday night, November 4, Station, located at South Main
United States, particularly on
:j:
large (numbers of, college camp- Sigma Epsilon Chi service fra- Street.
Gamma Sigma Upsilon is a
I All organizations wishuses' where' the''DogpatoKJ..cere- ternity will sponsor a dance in
service
sorority and is engagthe
National
Guard
Armorv
on
I in<- to buy pages in th •
mony, humorously reenacted, in
| Reflector, school annual,
an annual occurrence on Nov- Highway 301. The dance "will ed in various activities which
ember 9. Most Old World coun- feature Booker T. and the MG's. are of service to the college.
I are requested to contact
tries
have a similar day where- Barbara Lewis, Rufus Thomas, The members are currently worI Gordon Turner immediking with Student Congress in
;as the lack in America was pre- and The Ambassadors.
I ately.
Tickets may be purchased publicizing Twirp Week; and
jsumably felt ieading to th eenjthusiastic adoption of Sadie from the brothers of Sigma later tais quarter, they will as- [ 2 | Take two
[Hawkins Day by the marriage- Epsilon Chi for $1.25 per per- sist in sponsoring the bio uclmo- TOT Staplers
bile when it is on campus.
son.
from three
■ able young people.
TOT Staplers,
and
what do
you have?

Dogpatch Ceremony
Gives Girls Chance

Swimglitie

THE PARAGON
— Tuesday —

>PilZa - 5f ^REGULAR CHEESE PIZZA

This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

lEgg- ■ Bacon or Sausage

Coffee

2 Eggs - Bacon or Sausage

Grits
Coffee
Grits

i In.-IIIIIIIIL- 10(111 staples!
Larger si/.. CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
Nc. bigger than a |.,.,k of gum but p...ks
tin- punch of a hie. deal! Refills ae<iilabl.
everywhere. UnconditiorrrmV t,u;.t.;-v. . I.
Made in U.S.A. Gel it ai any stationery',
variety, book store!

-^PVi+Z4p£4*t4L INC.

Hotcakes Bacon or Sausaqe

Coffee

Long Island City, NY. 11101
JinpsTi pi.tf
A"puuq os oi.AoqjL ;iuoiji ju o.vu 9utAeij
stj| -JOICIUIS XOX Ju° SUIAKIJ ueqj jo'siaq
Huiqi oiig si .>.ioi(i JI asnejaq 'L'.:»pi puq
B jou si ipiijAV: >iooi no A" b-jojdt'is .LOl
OA\I oqj, z i'^EQ aouapujdopui OJKJO-:
-jao i.uop A"aio ma 'a.ins '| SH3M^Y

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
3pt* (pwrrg* Zknnt
ANN. VAUGHAN

satof

Student Raters:
'GiftieV Boon

DANNY DIGBY
Business Manager

To Professors

NO SMOKING
Smoking has become a serious problem at dances held in the Alumni Gymnasium this year. Those
attending have been repeatedly warned about the
fire regulations. More often than not the warnings
have been met with rude defiance.
The fire marshall has offically stated that
smoking shall not be permitted in the facility due
to the potential fire hazard. It is not difficult to pictrue the calamity which could be caused by people
rushing for exits to excape a fire.
Although they are not directly responsible,
fraternities holding dances must accept responsibility for whatever smoking occurs during their
activity. One member of Sigma Epsilon Chi had to
make several vain appeals for the smoking to stop
during Wednesday night's dance.
At an earlier dance a dean threatened to stop
the dance if the smoking did not cease. Again open
defiance met the request.
Possibly organizations might be forbidden use
of the Alumni Gym unless the situation improves.
It would certainly be unfortunate if such extreme
measures were necessary to demonstrate that fire
regulations must be enforced. >
While not advocating such procedure we see
little else than may be done to make students accept their responsibilities as adults and comply with
state law and college regulations.

WHO'S A THIEF?
There is a thief loose on this campus. He is
robbing you, the college student, of the right to
have lovely and valuable items in the new dormitories. Must the new dorms be built like jails because they are filled with thieves?
It all started this summer. Two ashtrays were
stolen from Olliff Hall. Since that time three more
have been stolen as well as a personal possession
of the dorm mother, Mrs. Morgan, who reports that
an onyx bird was taken from the lobby.
Mrs. Morgan has made a special effort to match
and buy items to beautify the dormitory, yet
thoughtless people are ignoring the rights and feelings of other people.
Complaints are heard because the new dormitories, as well as the old, lack some of the luxuries
of nice hotels. Now that we have dormitories that
are nice, someone is trying to prove that the students of GSC are not old enough to realize that these
accessories are in their respective places for th#
benefit, of all. To ensure the purchase of other fine
things for our campus, we must find this thief on
campus. Is it you ?

RUN, BOYS!
TWIR-R-R-R-R-R P ! !
Twirp Week is coming. Next week will be a new
experience for Georgia Southern students, and they
should paticipate. Students should be eager to support their school by taking part in activities planned by and for them.
Next week should prove to be very enjoyable,
for all students if they take an active part in the
celebration of Sadie Hawkins Day on Wednesday
as well as in the numerous nightly events which
are'both cutural and strictly fun in nature.
Students should try to make Twirp Week a
/success so that other new events will be planned
for the future. Many long hours of hard work and
time have been spent already by Mrs. Hudgins, Director of Student Activities, and by Student Congress. Try to make their efforts seem worthwhile-.

L,-i,.,V-'.

i.j>"(i|''l!<''ii)'^i>l';t.

"fKANKLY, PREXY, I 5-TILL HAVE SOV\E RESERVATIONS
AeOUTTHE New P6AW OF /WEN."

Death Of 'Relations' Committee
Continues as Unsolved Problem
By RON MAYHEW
Last fall about this time the
"George-Anne" carried a banner headline at the top of page
one. It read "Civic Leaders
Form 'Relations' Committee."
The stqrvjacmnripanyinp this

boldly printed
I statement told
■of a committee
| which was being
iformed to alleviate many of
| the problems incurred in relations
between
the college and
the City of StaItesboro.
It" sounded like Utopia. The
president's office was enthusiastic, the public relations office
was happy, the dean of students' office was rejoicing, the
office of placement and aid was
on Cloud Nine, and the town of
Statesboro held its breath with
anticipation.
The idea had been presented
by Statesboro Rotarians Lewis
Hook and Lewell Akins, representing a committee appointed
to study the advantages of such
a relations group.
Here, at last, were the answers to everybody's problems,
all wrapped up into everybody's
committee. Its purpose was to
"furnish an avenue of communications between all college
personnel and local citizens to
result in promoting GSC and
Statesboro and improving the
happiness and well-being of students, faculty, and Statesboro

THE

citizens," indeed a noble objective.
Prospective membership was
to include presidents, of Statesboro Civic Clubs and representatives from city government,
chamber of commerce, and the
Statesboro Ministerial Association. College representation was
to include President Z. S. Henderson, Dean Ralph K. Tyson,
Dean Paul F. Carroll, Dr. Jack
N. Averitt, Dr. Fielding D. Russell, Ben G. Waller, the student
congress
president
and the
"George-Anne" editor.
A letter appeared in the next
issue., of the aforementioned
"George-Anne," praising the
committee. The last sentence
read, "Don't let this idea die
in the plapning stage."
Unfortunately this is precisely what happened. The committee met once and that's all anyone ever heard of it. Or at least
all they"re willing to admit.
When this writer tried to ascertain the reason for the new
committee's death, he encountered an intricate maze of passthe-buck advocates. Everybody
could place the blame on someone else, or at least lift it
from his own shoulders.
Even the most naive of us
must admit that many problems exist which certainly necessitate this type of committee. If difficulties were encountered in the formative stages
they should have been hashed
out. Discontinuence certainly
could not have been a solution.

(&wv$?-Anw

The opinions expressed
herein ore those of the
student
writers
and
. not necessarily those
of the college administration and faculty
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By ANN VAUGHAN
Although college teachers perform many functions besides
teaching, such as administration, research, counseling and
public and professional services, the teaching function is considered to be the most imporjmtant by faculty
I in most coljleges. If it isn't,
^it should be.
j Though I have
jno statistics at
I my fingertips,
I it seems that
college instructors often feel
that "teaching"
is
not
what
they are hired to do. After all,
by the time a student reaches
that "ivy-covered hall called college" he should be able to "get
it himself." Most all would agree, however, that their job is
to impart knowledge; what else
is teaching, if not imparting
knowledge and, sometimes, a
little wisdom.
Although research effectiveness can be estimated in terms
of publications, papers, patents,
consultative demand, or other
tangible evidence, the essential
products of a good teacher are
the knowledge and inspiration
gained by his students.
It would seem that, more than
any other person, the student
can judge teaching ability, for
he views the teacher in his
Robert Burns said, in his "To
A Louse,"
"Oh wad some power the
giftie gie us
To see ourselves as ithers
see us!

Surely the feedback a teacher would receive from anonymous ratings by his students
would be such a "gifties"
boon.
It is argued that the students aren't mature enough; they
don't know what makes a good
teacher, or, it's just a chance
for revenge.
But studies made so far have
failed to support these contentions. They show: that if 25 or
more student ratings are averaged, they are as reliable as
the better educational and mental tests presently available;
grades of students have little
relation to their ratings of instructor who assigned the grades; little, if any, relationship,
between students' ratings of
the teacher and difficulty of the
course, and there is little relationship between sex and the
student's rating of the teacher.
Students may be given rating
scales, multiple-choice responses, or forced-choice responses
to questions which seek their
appraisal of a particular teacher's effectiveness.
Questions
may cover teacher's appearance and habits, his knowledge
of the field, his methods of presentation, his ability to motivate, and his fairness and attitude toward the individual
student.
These evaluations could prove
to be the "giftie's" boon for
professors.
Instructors using
them need not feel threatened
for rarely have such evaluations been used as the basis
for promotion. They would help
teachers to make course improvements and self evaluations, which would aid him in
imparting his particular knowledge to his students.

-•

Campus Telephones Going
PBX Starting on Nov. 15
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By RON MAYHEW
GSC is going PBX on Nov. 15,
according to C. J. Matthews
president of the Statesboro Telephone Company.
The announcement was made
during a recent interview in
which the local executive outlined the basic structure and
operation as well as the extended capabilities of the college's
new PBX telephone system.
When the system goes into operation, all calls into the campus will be routed through a
single master switchboard, manned by a staff of fulltime opera-

tors. If the caller knows the extension number he wishes to
contact, he merely tells the operator who will in turn ring the
designated telephone.
If, however, the exchange
number is not known the operator will have a complete information file at her fingertips
which will list the residences
and addresses of all students
in addition to a master directory of every campus phone.
Matthews remarked that he
hoped such an arrangement
would greatly facilitate locating
students when long - distance
calls' are received.

SWITCHBOARD TO HANDLE ALL CALLS
Each Campus Phone to Hame Three Digits as Code Number

4,ove

^ut&&

By JOAN GAY
Wedding bells will be ringing
in the month of December for
several Georgia Southern coeds.
JANE PITTS, junior elementary education major from Ashburn, who is engaged to JOHN
HOLLAND, a senior psychology
major from Brunswick, has set
her wedding date for the 18th
of December.
LOU DAVID, a home ec freshman from Lincolnton has set
December 30 as the date of
her wedding to VIRGIL POSS,
also from Lincolnton.
LINDA HOLTON, a home economics major from Augusta, is
the future bride of L. E. STEWART who is also from Augusta.
DANA BEASCHLER, a junior recreation major from Atlanta is the future bride of
GEORGE HICKS of Alpharetta.
They plan to marry in February.

HANNAH TEAGUE, a physical education major from Milledgeville, is engaged to CARL
THOMPSON of Lawrenceville.
A date has not been set.
CAROLINE BRADY, a Reynolds sophomore, is engaged to
BUBBA BREEDLOVE, an agriculture major at Abraham
Baldwin. A date has not been
set.
DIANE ELLIS, a senior elementary education major from
Atlanta is engaged to WAYNE
KNIGHT a senior social science
education major from Albany.

ELAINE KENNEDY, a business education major from Claxton is planning to marry STAN
BULLINGTON, who is from
Fitzgerald. They will marry in
the near future.

On-campus phones will be set
up in two catagories, Matthews
continued. Restricted phones
will be able to dial direct to
any other campus phone either by dialing the extension
number or through the main
switchboard. Ncn - restricted
phones will dial inter-campus
calls the same way but may
dial outside by preceding the
desired nuumber with "9".
The telephone company hopes
to have several phones of each
type in all dormitories. Individual need will dictate which
campus phones are restricted
and which are not.
"Flexibility is the greatest asset- of this new system," commented Matthews. "Engineered by Stromberg Carlson, it is
the most modern and up-to-date
system* available."
"There are many changes we
can make or devices we can
add at a later date once we
are able to determine the need,"
he added.
The period of adjustment will
be a difficult time for everyone, he stressed. "We hope students, faculty, and the new operators will all become accustomed to the system quickly,
but we realize there will be
imajijy,., problems at first."
Adaptive construction for the
new branch exchange began several months ago. Two main
tangible results are in evidence.'First, a housing block for
the relay equipment has been
walled off at the end of the
Administration Building, adjacent to the campus swimming
pool. Second, all wiring for the
new system is underground with
the exception of a few main
incoming trunk lines. "This
means we'll be taking down a
lot of wires," Matthews said.
The system's main switchboard will be located in a small
room off the main hall of the
Administration Building. This
area was formerly used as an
office for student personnel graduate assistants.
Once the system is installed
all phones on campus will have
a three-digit extension number.
Thus instead of calling 764-3231
for President Henderson's office as is presently the procedure, one will dial 136 (or whatever the number might be).
Matthews pointed out that, although the college's exchange
system will be the largest of
its kind in Statesboro, it will
not be the first. Similiar setups
have been installed at Rockwell Manufacturing Co. and in
a local bank.
"With each of the other systems we had problems which
took time to iron out," he said.
"The byword will be 'cooperation' while we work together to
establish a system which will
be of maximum benefit to everyone concerned."

SPAGHETTI ANYONE?
Telephone Company Workmen Wire Anderson Hall

Inquiring
Reporter
By BECKY SWINDELL
(ties _ especially dances. I beWhy do so many students ofhjeve if we had a football team
GSC go home on weekends? the school spiri| w()uld b(, bt,t.
There must be an explanation ter this time of the ye.,r Looks
of this Friday "migration" ev- ,jke wt,.„ have ,() wajt f(„. tlu,
ery week .Are the students basketball games to start,
lacking the maturity necessary .lira Kicklighter, Junior, Screto stand up on their own two ven -They should sell beer on
feet without seeing Mommx campus.
and Daddy so often? Is it the
Robert Hawk. Senior'. Atlanschool's fault? Are our activit- ta - We should bring '.he inies adequate? These questions dergradua'tes' parents do'.'h here
have puzzled the inquiring re- to see their babies.
porter king enough. This week's Maxine Paves. Senior. Rid-question was: "Why do you dleville - The usual reason is
think so many students go because of interests still at
home on weekends, and do you home — mainly male and fehave any suggestions to reme- male. I certainly thing the actdy this situatio.i?"
ivities on the weekends are adeKennit'.i Stanley, Frosh, Ft. quate.
Gaines - 1 think we have enough
Pat Gates. Sophomore. Atlanactivities; freshmen usually want ta - There isn't anything to do
to go home to see familiar fa- on weekends, there should be
ces. When they get to know a more concerts, etc., to get peolot of people here it won't be so ple to stay.
bad. People will stay a lot
Jo Ann Smith. Frosh. Springmore when basketball season field - A lot of people go home
begins.
to get their clothes washed or
Menzanna Mathis, Sophomore, to see their parents.
Brunswick - We should have
Floyd Moody. Sophomore, Allots more dances with big name bany - If they had something
bands — make it a weekend af- big to do, people would stay.
fair. Also extend girls' hours Most of these people live close
because they usually don't start by and they base things to do
until 9:00. By the way, I'm go- there.
ing home this weekend.
Ribbon Calloway. Ty Ty, janiRonnie White. Junior, Colum- tor - Have closed weekends
bus, N. C. - I transferred from per quarter — if that doesn't
a junior college where we dind- work take their cars away.
n't have half as many activi-

Monarch and Other Outline Series
Hardback and Paperbound Titles
tfjj

We Special Order Any Book on Request
COME IN TODAY!

STYLIST

The Statesboro
Telephone Co.
'serving Statesboro and Bulloch County'
9 South Main St.

Phono 764-2121

KENAN'S

Statesboro
Rear of Buloch County Bank—Statesboro
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Education Staff
Represents GSC
At Virginia Meet

ROTARY STUDENTS
Rogers and Olmstead Celebrate Their Honor

Olmstead and Rogers Selected
As Rotary Students of Week
Inland Rojers and Robin Ols- and the German Club. He ia
stflftd, who are Rotary students now vice-president of Kappa Mu
for' this -week,, were presented Alpha.
at the Rotary luncheon held
Monday, Oct. 24.
Rogers, a senior English major from Macon, is the current'
editor of the Reflector. He has;
served in the past on the Re-|
fleeter staff as the associate ed-j
fior and sports editor.
Ojmstead, a junior mathema-j,
tics major, from Pensacola,f
Fla., is current second vice-J
president of the Student Con-!;
gress. He has served as presi-:
dent of the sophomore class;

Seven members of the education division will attend the
Southeastern Regional Association for Student Teachers at the
Golden Triangle Motor Hotel in
Norfolk, Virginia, Oct. 28-29.
Dr. Donald Hawk, director of
student teaching, will represent
the directors of student teaching in the southeast on a panel
ppening the conference Friday
morning.
Staff members going are: Dr.
John Lindsey, Dr. Howard Mosley, Dr. Lee Cain, Dr. Robert
Lewis, Dr. Arthur Justice, Mr.
John Nunnally, and Dr. Bill
Norwood.
The State convention will be
held Nov. 11, at Emory University.
Dr. Hawk will attend the National Association for Student
Teaching Meeting in Chicago,
February 15 through the 18.
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Orientation To Secondary Student Teaching
Education 461
EIGHTH WEEK
November 14-18
SESSION 2 Lesson 1 — Philosophy and Purposes of Student
Teaching. Tues. - Lewis, Nov. 15. Curr. Lab Room 9:30, 11:30 and 2:30.
SESSION 3 Lesson 3 — Preparation for Visitation to Centers
Thurs., Nov. 17 - Moseley. Curr. Lab Room - 9:30,
11:30 and 2:30.
SESSION 4 Lesson 3 — Visitation To Student Teaching Centers — Fri., Nov. 18.
NINTH WEEK
November 21-22
SESSION 5 Lesson 4 — Action Analysis of Visitation Day —
Mon., Nov. 21 - 9:30, 10:30 and 2:30 — Entire Winter Quarter - Supervisory Staff.
SESSION 6 Lesson 5 — Expectations of Student Teachers —
Tues., Nov. 22 - Seymour - 9:30 and 10:30.
Fri., Dec. 2. 2:30.
TENTH WEEK
November 28-29-30
SESSION 7 Lesson 6 — Written Assignments Dunn-, Student
Teaching. Mon., Nov. 28 - Cain, 9:30, 10:30 and 2:30.
SESSION 8 Lesson 7 — Evaluation in Student Teaching and
Plans for First Seminar — Tues., Nov. 19 - 9:30,
10:30 and 2:30 - Lewis.
SESSION 9 — STUDENT TEACHER CODE OF ETHICS —
Wed., Nov. 30 - 9:30, 10:30 and 2:30 - Norton.

BSU Members
Attend Meeting
At Rock Eagle

WINBURN HALL

DORMAN HALL

One of the newest buildings on the Georgia Southern campus is
this residence hall for men. The building will be one of five that
Approximately
75 students Georgia Governor Carl Sanders will dedicate Sunday, October 30.
from Georgia Southern will attend the BSU Convention at
Rock Eagle State 4-H Camp at
Eatonton, Georgia. The convention will be held Friday
through Sunday, October 28 30. Approximately 45 schools
all over the state will be represented, along with a few
Only 312 students have tak
members of other denominat- en advantage of the free flu
ions other than Baptist.
shots be'ng given at the HealThe theme for the convention th Cottage. The shots are avail
will be "Learn of Me" and the able from 9 to 5 Monday through
delegates will have as their goal Friday at the Health Cottage.
a deeper involvement in their According to Health Cottage
religion as opposed to "shallow- nurses, "the shots will be given
depth" Christianity. A special the remainder of the quarter
feature of the convention will and all students are urged to
be several medical missiona- take a flu shot as soon as posries speaking about their exper- sible."
iences.

Recently completed, this dormitory for women on the Georgia
Southern campus will be dedicated by Governor Carl Sanders in
ceremonies Sunday, October 30.

Flu Shot Drive

dlWaller Studies Funds

Response Slow

H At Federal Conference

^Vi'.ViV,

lraNew regulations for Federal
and State loans and scholarships were discussed with college representatives from the
eleven southeastern states. The
items covered were the Nation-

al Defense Education Act (NDEA), Educational Opportunity Grants (EOG), Guaranteed
§
BEN WALLER
8$ Director of Placement and Student Aid Attends State Meetings Loans and College-Work-Study
Program.

'

:::SS£$SS

In Statesboro
It's

The approval of college scholarship funds for 1967-68 were
discussed.

CtlRRlE STUDIOS

J & J FABRICS
UNIVERSITY PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

The Finest
In Photography

I'
:■:■■}

Cameras and Supplies
let Us Do Your

Waller js also visiting Georgia
high schools for "College Nights"
programs. Next week he will be
in Fulton and DeKalb County
Schools.

Fine Fabrics for Dressmaking
Services Offered For
Ladies1 and Men's Wear Alterations

Open Mon. thru Sat.
m
M

9 A.M. 'til 6 P.M.

i

—PHONE 764-4542—

Pirn

raw.wKroa:-. .-.ogga*:

Ben G. Waller, director of
Nplacement and student aid, has
Hreturned from a U. S. Department of Health, Education and
[[Welfare conference on student
aid at Georgia Tech in Atlan-

)

College Gal*

Amusements
Center
Amusement
for
Guys & Dolls

$m. ■■■■:■-

Circle K's Name
Changed to KDX
The college chapter of Circle
In the'near future, plans for
K International has officially the club's activity are to sponchanged its chapter name to sor a pep rally, bonfire, and
Kappa Delta Chi, Danny Ha- free dance on Dec. 8. KDX will
gan, president of the organiza- also sponsor the Homecoming
tion, announced this week.
Parade, and a dance during
Hagan stated that the club homecoming weekend.
was still affiliated with Circle
Officers of the club are: DanK International and still embra- ny Hagan, president; Carolus
ced the principles and object- Daniel, vice-president; Wilson
ives of that organization, but Woodard, secretary; John Thornthat the recent action was part ton, treasurer. Directors are:
of the group's new campus i- John Eden, Harold Hadden,
mage. The group will be char- David Dunn, and Gordon Turntered with Student Congress as er.
an international service fraterPresident Zach Henderson and
nity.
Ben G. Waller are college adThe Greek letters of the new visors of the fraternity, and C.
name, KDX, represent Educa- Roger Carter is the Kiwanis adtion, Service, and Cooperation. visor.

Federal Employment Team
To Visit School Next Week
v /, / B

Representatives of various
var,n,,c Gon„ *„*.
* __. ....
...
"
- - - -«agement are sponsoring a ban
vernment agencies will conduct quet at the Le Chateau Res- Government/ College seniors
a Federal Employment Outlook taurant Monday at 7:00 p.m. who will complete degree reProgram on campus Wednes- Tickets are beir.g sold by the quirements within nine months,
day.
as well as all graduates are elimembers of the two organiza- gible to compete in the FSEE,
Representatives will meet tions.
regardless of academic majors.
with various classes and will
About half of the positions
be available for individual con- for which the Government resultation throughout the day to cruits college graduates each Applicants normally take a
general test of verbal abilities
furnish information, brochures, year are filled through the Fedand quantitative reasoning. The
applications and specific ans- eral Service Entrance Examintest will require about 2 1-2
wers to personal questions.
ation. This program is used to hours. Sample questions generThe speakers will be lectur- fill entrance - level positions
ally are sent to all applicants.
ing in the business classes in in about 60 occupational fieldsThe starting salary for positions
the Hollis Building. They will ranging from electronic data
filled through the Federal Serbe interviewing in rooms 111 processing and personnel manavice Entrance Examination is
and 114 of the Williams Cen- gement to social security ad- usually $5,331 a year, but outter from 8:30 to 5:30 Tuesday. ministration and tax collection—
standing candidates can be paid
Phi Beta Lambda and Society in Federal offices throughout a beginning salary of $6,451.
for the Advancement of Man- the United States and overseas.
Candidates for Management InAs in previous years, the FS- tern will take an additional test
EE will provide the opportuni- on administrative problems and
ty for several thousand grad- public affairs — this test will
-Ual£S tO find thpir rarpgrc jn require an additional 1% hours.

'Papa Hemingway' Review
By CHARLES WELSH
A. E. Hotchner, author of
Papa Hemingway, met Ernest
Hemingway while trying to get
him to do an articie for Cosmopolitan magazine. Hotchner
missed the article. Instead he became friends with Hemingway.
Hemingway gave Hotchner permission to take notes and later
to use a tape recorder for their
conversations that covered everything from bull fights to story ideas.
Hotchner and
Hemingway
were together, were friends for
thirteen years. Havanna to Paris, the Riveria to Madrid, Ketchum to Vcnxe: Hemingway
traveled and talked. Hotchner
followed and listened. It seems
that Hemingway talked about everything that had ever interested him; his own work, the 20's,
his contemporaries and anything that held any interest for
him. Hotchner put these things
down on paper and in the final
work, Papa Hemingway, it seems
that Hemingway might have
written some of these sentences and paragraphs. Hotchner's picture nf Hemingway is
complete. It is not a simple
thing dealing only with the bull
fight circuit or hunting and
fishing. It is a complete picture of Hemingway the man.
Hotchner shows Hemingway the
quarreller, the bullv.
The time of the biography is
thirteen years before Hemingway's death. As Hemingway told
Hotchner much of his earlier
life, these events are woven
together with those of the final
thirteen years adding to the
completeness and accuracy of
this biography.
In any interesting piece of
writing there is a meeting between two opposing forces and
the two opposing forces in Papa Hemingway are Ernest Hemingway and life itself. The
result of the meeting is clear,
asisHotchner's account of it.

Shortly before his death Hemingway said to Hotchner, "What
does a man care about? Staying healthy. Working good. Eating
and
drinking
with his
friends. I haven't any of them
None of them."
So the man who had always
hunted and fished as much as
he wanted, drank, traveled,
been to all the wars, won the
Nobel Prize for fiction, could
not_do any of the things that

I,

were part of his life — that
made up his life. Ernest Hemingway, the man who wrote
stories that hunters and woodsman truckdrivers and farmers
could understand without having a concordance, had reached the point where life was not
for him to live as he had lived
it or as he wished to continue.
Hotchner's affection for Hem-1
ingway is clear throughout the
book.

BEST SELLER LIST
This
FICTION
oc-t Oct.
Week
9 •
2
. 1. Valley of the Dolls. Susann
]
1
2. The Secret of Santa Vittoria. Crichton 4
4
3. Hai-Pan. Clavell
3
2
4. The Adventurers. Robbins
2
3
5. Capable of Honor. Drury
9
10
6. Giles Goat-Boy. Barth
5
5
7. The Fixer. Malamud
7
8
8. The Detective. Thorp
8
6
9. The Source. Michener
c
7
10. Tell No Man. St. Johns
GENERAL
1. How to Avoid Probate. Dacey
1
2. Games People Play. Berne
2
3. Human Sexual Response.
Masters & Johnson
3
4. Rush to Judgment. Lane
4
5. Everything But Money. Levenson
5
6. With Kennedy. Salinger
6
7. Flying Saucers - Serious Business.
Edwards
0
8. The Last Battle. Ryan
7
9. The Passover Plot. Schonfield .....
0. Two Under the Indian Sun.
Godden & Godden

Weeks
on list
32
5
19
29
3
8

NEW DPA SWEETHEART

3
14
73
29

Mary Johnston Chosen to Represent Service Fraternity

Delta

Officers,

27
64
23
6
4

4

1

11

I

30
1

New

Elects
Sweetheart

historian; Terry Owen, sergeant at arms; and Al Bostich,
parliamentarian.
Perry Mitchell will act as
pledgemaster over the 9 pledges. Pledges for fall quarter
are Dicky Braun, Tom Jones,
Bill Ramsey, Rodney Walker,
Ronnie White, Gary Stiles, Cecil Waters, Chester Swann and
Glen Lovelace.

TOWNHOUSE
RESTAURANT
at Aldred Motel

BLAZERS

Townhouse Burger—
King sized Hamburg, French Fries
Lettuce and Tomato, Cheese '.

with GSC and Emblem

$5.95

Alpha

Delta Pi Alpha service frat
ernity, has named Mary Johnston, junior elementary education major from St. George, S.
C, as 1966-67 sweetheart.
Officers for this year are Richard McBride, president; Bill
Nelson, vice-president; Kent Dykes, secretary; Henry Brown,
corresponding
secretary; Bill
Dekje^ treasurer; Joe Jetton,

SPECIAL
Regular

Pi

Bacon and Cheese Pizza

3.50

Chuch Wagon Steak
Tossed Salad and French Fries
Fried Chicken with tossed
Salad and French Fries

65c
65c
75c

VA

LANIER'S
College Book Store

5oc

33 per cent Discount on Every Dinner
with Purchase of Townhouse

Chandler Road

U

^•crfTi-Het
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'Blasphemous Beatles p£OPZ£.
9

Sing Guitar Alleluia

Student Beats
Parking Ticket

GeORGIk

DF

"ARJ5E"

Fie.

Goue.rAd\

Foe.

Rap at M.S.U.

SenaA-tr

Mississippi (CPS) — Millions
of university - issued parking
tickets across the country may
now be worthless. In a precedent - setting case, the proseThe period of public mourn- rock and roll and religion are
cution of a Mississippi State Uning over the death of God seems fickle. The Beatles have been
iversity student for refusing to
to have passed; a big thing in waiting for "their downfall" for
pay his campus tickets has
religious symbols is now a Yel- several months now. Both have
been dismissed.
low Submarine, the Holy Trini- witnessed angry mobs. It may
Leslie C. Cohen, a Canadian
ty has become a quartet, and not be long before fanatics are
political science student at Mthe Alleluia Chorus requires an throwing rocks at the Beatles inSU, balked when the academic
stead of kisses.
electric guitar.
institution imposed $20 in parkNeedless to say this is the
ing fines without a hearing.
Significantly, the Beatles even
Year of Our Lord — 1966, B.C.— have a gospel of their own.
When the University threatb.c. being, of course, Beatle
ened him with dismissal and
Twentieth
century
communicaCentury. The Western world is
state court action unless fines
tion has enabled the singers to
were paid, Cohen went to the
hearing the first cries of wor- reach thousands without the aid
Lawyers Constitutional Defense
J
.
?.
"
Hoe.
H*»i\e."
Coch
r,.^
ship this week: "John not Je- of loaves and fishes. Their words
-R.T>. "S;*W-t,>-<W bJ*-^
Committee of the American Cisus." And as is true of most are immortality inscribed on
vil Liberties Union.
deities, the popularity of the cur- discs . . . Lyrics such as those
The LCDC secured a rerent idols is suddenly dubious. of Nowhere Man and Eleanor
straining order to present MSU
Rigby are as didactical
and
officials from impeding Cohen's
Obviously when John Lennon thought-provoking as the serce Sline.'"
j4f Nx-VionalizaAioA. oP rajlroauis -f( T)oa3n LUI-BT. efforts to gain admission to a
—the Beatle sitting highest on mons of Christ.
Mount Olympus — announced
*SicT3u_sirie.s.s ^t T)oum u>i+k~B;<i Geuernmeitt- J^T "Pro;,nisi/ue— Canadian law school. Cohen
feared that the University would
some weeks ago that "the Bea- And why shouldn't the Beatles
n-sme. Ta-A "& ~Keft-3SJ>ec+/i/e. ~Hl'i»kiflc. JC ft Mixle-for Eiwu delay sending his records, would
tles are more popular than Je- become the successors to Christ?
They're alive, enthusiastic, cur- Firmer ^ 7">fi. &iu*MDi=Ar#£#- Qifiuse X I 5£>la.-fei°M3Tr\.
note the parking violations on
sus," he undoubtedly thought rent, and palatable. Besides it's
his record or would not allow
that he was merely stating fact. just as easy to say "John, Paul,
him to take a necessary summIt seems, however, that at that George and Ringo" as it is to ~&»er session course at Mississippi
point he had initiated a cult. say "Father, Son and Holy
State.
Ghost."
The LCDC subsequently chalLong worshipped but never
lenged the constitutionality of
officially sanctified, the Beatlesj
which the University justified
began somewhat unobtrusivelyj
its regulations. The statute granin a place called the Cavern
ted to the State Board of Inin Liverpool, Eng. The whole
stitutions of Higher Learning
set-up was not much unlike the
the power to create regulamanger scene where Christ
tions which are municipal in efmade his first appearance 2,000
!ab!oO .m
fect, the LCDC charged.
years before. People came and
While the case was before the
are given the freedom to choose
kind of stared—both at the in- By VIRG'N'A BROADBECK whether to use or not to use knew nothing of the proceed- U. S. District Court, the State
ings
until
the
matter
was
setfant Christ and later at the sin- The CoUegia*e Press Service alcoholic beverages."
Attorney General, representing
tled, McCullough said.
Washington,' D. C. (CPS) -rgers.
Georgetown
officials
also
said
No one circulated petitions or the University, conceded that
Other similarities cannot belA rule prohibiting drinking in the move was made to end the flyers in support of campus the regulations which were promulgated by MSU and their
easily overlooked either. Both jdormitones has been unexpect- pretense of enforcing an uneny drinking.
Christ and the Beatles were fa- edly reversed by Georgetown forcible rule — a primary conFor the past four years, Mc- manner of enforcement were
ted for destinies with the stars, University,
sideration, accovd'ng ti fcveral cullough added, student leaders null and void.
The University dropped its
both performed miracles (the- Officials Said the new policy students.
have been trying to liberalize
Beatles being able to turn- do which allows all men -to keep
Studies of other colleges which i Georgetown's policies. Dormito charged against Cohen and the
cile, apathetic, teenage girls in- both.,beer and hard liquor in allow liquor on campus have | ry CUrfew regulations have al Mississippi statute came under
to screaming beasts), both ex- their ' rooms, was designed to shown that "most students do I s0 been reiaxed this semester, j the consideration of a threejudge federal court .
perienced surging popularity help students develop- personal not over-indulge when allowed to he said
Although the law was eventuand large followings only .to responsibility.
have a'coholic beverages in j with tne nfting of the ban
find themselves eventually cal- According to the Reverend their dormitories," Father Zeits ; on campus drinking, George- ally ruled constitutional, LCDC
Anthony J. Zeits, director of
led blasphemers.
emphasized:
i town, a medium-sized Roman chief counsel Alvin Bronstein
who have studied the campus
The step taken by George- catholic inst'.tution, has become said that this does not affect
Both Christ and the Beatles drinking issue have concluded town is a surprising one, ac- j the second college in Washing- the due process precedent that
knew they were doomed . . . that "the formation of young cording to Gerry McCul'ough, ton to allow the privilege. The had been raised over the tickr.ien is facilitated when they news editor of the student paother is George Washington Un- ets themselves.
Bronstein said he has already
iversity.
per.
McCullough said the drinking
An interesting sideline, Mc- received requests for particulars
decision was handled quietly. Cullough noted, "business is on the case from legal departThe Student Council discussed really booming at the corner li- ments of several universities.
the issue with administration of- quor store.' '
ficials last year. The newspaper
By MEREDITH EIKER
The Collegia'e Press Service
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Georgetown Officials
Allow Liquor in Rooms

SEAMLESS

FLY HIGH

HOSIERY
2 PAIR for

$5 Introductionary Lesson
Sightri+e Charter Service

Newest Styles
& Shades

GLENN AIR AVIATION

Sizes m-U

STATESBORO AIRPORT

SPEE-DEE
Dry Cleaners and Shirt Laundry
*Wher* the CrouSi

CO"

• • • prttcrtptlans, 'drufi, can'Hiet

OK3

iports equlpmtna

COLLEGE PHARMACY
• Rojiitorod Phi/mKim on 24-hour Dutj to Ml your (irnerlplteno •

fton* 764-5421

Flight Instruction

St«»«boro. «•.

• Drive-In Window
• Very Close to Campus
• Night Depository
• Qyick Service

764-4225

MOCK'S
BAKERY
FOR

The Finest
IN

Pastry
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Foreign Students
Make Diversity
By ELAINE THOMAS
When the initial activities and
anxieties of fall quarter cease,
students begin to grow accustomed to seeing the same faces
in the same places. However,
there are certain faces that always remain an interest to most
students; these are the faces of
the foreign students. Georgia
Southern is fortunate to have
numerc.is foreign students, all
of whom are'coUnted as assets
to the campus. This quarter
Georgia Southern' has four new
foreign students: Eliana Nem-

er, Cristina Veraguas, Ralph
Goldstein, and Alberto Cudemus. They have come to join
the ranks of seven other undergraduate students who have
been on campus a year or
more .
A native of Sao Paulo, Brazi
Eliana Nemer previously attended Dante Alighieiri and Pontificia Universida De Catolica
de Sao Paulo. Elina came to
Georgia Southern as a Georgia
Rotary Student Fund student;
she is an unclassified politica
science major. Students who
are struggling with a foreign
language will be dismayed to
learn that she speaks PortugNEW
ese, English, French and ItalA.„ , . „
FOKEIGN STUDENTS
ian.
Alberto Cudemus, Cristina Veraguas, Elina Nemer and Ralph Golestein Talk of Home.
Eliana compared Georgia Southern campus life to that of her the University of Chile system
home by saying, "The universi- best. Students will be delighted cause it has a higher scholas- having difficulty attracting girls.
ties in my home don't have to hear that aside from read- tic standing than other schools Both boys have perfect manSix officers of the SGEA, as- dorms and extra-curricular actithey applied to. Cudemus has ners and much Latin American
sisted by Dr. Starr Miller, chair- vities. We just go there to at- ing novels, Christina enjoys previously attended Birdwood charm. When usked, in conclusion, what they liked best about
man of the Education Division, tend classes. We don't have spe- basketball competition. This fact and West Georgia Colleges.
Southern.
Cudemus
presented a panel on the Com- ciric textbooks, either. We have is sure to make her one of the
Both displayed a sense of hu- Georgia
mor, whether they speak in said. "I like the ducks here."
mittee on Problems of the Ed- to make researches, give lec- Eagles' favorites.
Two of the busiest fellows on flawless English, or in Spanish,
While some students may go
ucation Student at the SGEA tures, and prepare seminars.
Leadership Conference at Rock We also have the semester sy- campus are from Caracus, Ven- which is bewildering to listen- home every weekend, these forezuela. Albero Cudemus and ers.
eign students cannot. During
Eagle, 4-H Center.
stem, instead of the quarter syThe panel members were stem. To get into the universi- Ralph Goldstein have already
Since the two have much ap- their stay here, they learn much
Genny Sarver. secretary; Joan ty, we must take examinations." attracted feminine interest be- parent appeal as far as girls of the American way of life.
cause they are both, not only are concerned, they were asked It is hoped that Georgia SouthAdams, president; Hazel Smith,
Swimming, horseback riding,
l3t vice-president; Ed James, soccer, theatre, music, dancing, handsome, but athletic as well. their opinion of the girls here. ern students will learn about
2nd vice-president; Pat Groov- reading, and bridge are some Cudemus is a junior math ma- With politeness they agreed, soine of the different cultures
er, publicity chairman, and Jim of the activities she enjoys. El- jor; Goldstein is a freshman The girls here think they're represented on the campus. Soumy Grier, projects chairman iana also claims that she likes banking and finance major. Both special—they probably are—but thern is indeed fortunate to be
have participated in gymnasand moderator of the panel.
GSC because the people here tics, track and wrestling in their they don't have to advertise it. composed of so many different
We find we're not the only faces. Students should make the
The commitee demonstrated are very friendly.
own schools; they plan to try ones who feel this way: most most of the opportunities of an
a planning session for organizCristina Vereguas hails from
education, including ideas of
ing COPES. The problem cho- La Ligua, Chile, and is also out for the Eagles' gymnastics other boys do, too."
sen for this year was the lack on a Georgia Rotary Student team. Goldstein and Cudemus However, it seems that neith- those who are welcome visitors
of communication between the Fund scholarship. A graduate- came to Georgia Southern be- er Goldstein nor Cudemus is from another country.
SNEA and education majors, ed- student from the Teachers' Colucation majors and the Educat- lege of the University cf Chile,
ion Division, and the SNEA Cristina is an English major.
and its members. Suggestions She stated thatl!she ' wants to
for resolving the problem were know more about the methods
discussed.
and techniques of teaching EngThe puspose of the panel was lish as a foreign language
to interest other colleges in Cristina's native language is
COPES and to show the pro- ISpanish; she also speaks Eng
cedure used to initiate the pro lish, German and Freeh
gram. COPF.S wis established
In explaining the differences
to involve the education stud- between Georgia Southern and
ents in activities of a profes- Chilean campuses, Cristina said,
sional nature.
"Universities in Chile are genOther highlights of the conf- erally day colleges. The schools
erence were addresses by Clyde are scattered in different secW. Kimball Jr., president of tions of big cities: they seldom
GEA; Mrs. Lilla Carlton, Fu- constitute a university campus.
ture Teacher - SGEA consultant; JDue to this characteristic, stuFrank M. Highes, GEA execu-jdent life is reduced to activitive secretary, and Ray Cleere, jties concerning a small number
director of recruitment
and of students. Chilean students
of Education.
don't join clubs as they do here.
The Woman's College of Geor- They concentrate their interests
gia presented a GEA Centen- on their political parties. The
nial Review of the fashions a methods of teaching drive Chilteacher would wear during the ean students toward group work.
past century.
There's a great sense of unity
A symposium with the topic among students belonging to a
"Planning A Challenge" was single class, for they take the
presented by Dr. Starr Miller same courses from the very bechairman of TEPS, Teacher Ed- ginning to the end of the
ucation and Professional Stand- school year."
ards; Miss Audrey Herod .chair- Cristina also stated that she
man of PR and R, Professional likes Southern because she is inRights and Responsibilities, and terested in knowing different
Mrs. Grace Yancey, director of ways to approach professional
professional services.
careers, even though she likes

Six Students Go
To SGEA Meet
At Rock Eagle

::::w:x
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Q-Stik
Enjoyable Recreation
All New Brunswick
Tables

in the "such a. softy" mod
You're just great, little softy moc. You make the most of color-crisped soft
kidskin uppers. You take the time for comfort, too, with knit-back linings.
Then you laugh at the gay way it all goes together in a classic penny style.
I'm with you all the way back-to-school in Green, Red, Hadrian Gold, Navy
Blue, Vintage Red, Thrush and Black. You're the snappiest moc on campus!
AS SEEN IN SEVENTEEN. /'^
('

1^T%T*"17 $8.99

IX

45 East Main—Statesboro, Ga.
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Cheerleaders Picked
Five Boys
Try Out

By KAREN FLESCH
Staff Writer
Sandra
Henderson, Ruthie
Hendricks, Judy Hunnicutt, Sandy Palmer, Sandy Richardson
and Gail Brazzell were elected varsity basketball cheerleaders Monday in the Alumni
Gym.
At the same time Mary Ellen
Coleman, Jennifer Duke, Kimberly Cibulski, Barbara Block,
Pam Paxton and Ami Dumbanch were chosen freshman basketball cheerleaders. In
two
weeks four of these will be appointed cheerleaders while the
remaining two will be alternates.

FROSH CHEEKING SQUAD

Four Judges

|;: ■

,.;:

M:yyyy

Left to Right: Mrs. Sue Oertley, adviser, Kimberly Cibulski, Mary
yMyyWM:y yM:yy:Myy-Wy:y-y.
Four
persons,
including
Ellen Coleman, Pam Paxton; Absent: Jennifer Duke, Barbara Coach Ron Oertley, head gymVARSITY CHEERLEADERS
nastics coach, judged the final Left to Right: Gail Brazzell, Judy Hunnicutt, Ruthie Hendricks,
Block, Ami Dumbach.
try-outs event Monday.
The Sandy Richardson, Sandy Henderson. Not pictured: Sandy Palmer.
judges agreed that all participated with great enthusiasm
and proved to be confident. The
freshmen girls surprised the
judges with exceptional perDear Sports Editor:
Of course rules can be quesI emphatically disagree With tioned. Isn't it true though, formance.
At the finals each contestant
the article dated two weeks a- you wear a letter to be recoggo regarding the wearing of nized as one of the few varsity had to demonstrate a front
high school award letters on athletes at your school. If per- hand spring, a cart wheel, a
the GSC campus.
sons here wore their high school round-off, and three different
Carried to the logical ex- letters you would find every cheers, together with various
treme it would be equally as fourth or fifth male student jumps and splits. '
simple to forbid the wearing of wearing letters. The Southern
high school senior rings at col- lettermen would disappear in
Good Turn Out
Friday, October 28, 1966 — Page 10
lege, the only difference being the crowd. Now those that
Mrs. Sue Oertley, cheerleadthe degree of prominence. In- should be recognized, because of
:
. , ___••»
ded it be just as easy to say services they have done to this er faculty adviser, said: "We,sW had
a
very
good
turn
out
this
For
the
first
time
in
the
his-:
thinking
about
it
quite
a while,"
that students are forbidden to college through their sports,
year. The girls have beeajwqrk- tory of Southern Mrs. Oertley j sj,e said. Five boys are going
wear red shirts or long hair.
can be recognized.
Granted, the wearing of high
—Kjerfve ing very hard learning the j plans to add some boy cheer-1 out for the squad, and in a
leaders to the squad. "I've been couple of more weeks she will
cheers and the stunts."
school letters may look imma£ j be able to decide whether or
ture or "Harry High School:--::-JH:-#-:
£ I not to use any of the boys.
ish" to many college students, x
If, however, a student wished X
aotJ Bttairti
to dress this way it should be $
More Response
his priviledge. It is certainly ^
■'.•
"Boys get more response from
not the place of any group on 1
;•* the spectators than girls," she
campus to dictate how students £
X said, "and other colleges have
:['. boys." She continued saying
must dress.
V
Lynn L. Bradley £
& that since Southern has grown
It was Friday night around 7 p.m. outside X so large, we should get some
Since 1949 there has been a -.jt
the South end of the student center. A loud, 5; boy cheerleaders, because "that
school rule stating that high
train like noise could be heard from the sloping sjs seems to be the trend."
school letters will be allowed
sidewalk leading to the McCroan Auditorium.
on campus until Thanksgiving,
A Fine Group
Suddenly a student girl with long, flying, redbut not thereafter. The rule has
*
Mrs. Oertley concluded sayish hair rounded the curve in high speed on a
the approval of Dean Carroll.
X ing: "I would like to express
skate board stopping abruptly at the end of the X my appreciation to the boys
pavement.
:j: gymnastics team for its help.
"I do it because it is fun," explained Carol -£ I also want to thank the exFaust, Elem. Ed. '70, Atlanta, "and it's some- X perienced cheerleaders for worthing to do."
T; king with the new girls on
Carol has been board skating a year and a # cheers. I am looking forward
half. She said it is quite a fad in Atlanta, and X to this year and I feel we will
There has been no intramuusually it is done by college students. The X I have a fine group of cheerleaders with much pep and enral flag football action this
group she stays together with goes to different
week due to mid term, accor% thusiasm.'
Atlanta shopping centers at night to practice.
ding to Charles Exley, director
Usually Carol and her friends skate about ;>■
of intramurals.
100-150 yards. "You see, we have to walk back, |C
Sig Eps is continuing to lead
so we don't want to make it too long," she ■','■
the league with a 4-0-1 record.
said.
X
The Bulldogs are second with a
Board .skating is closely related to surfing, ;;-.
4-1-1 mark followed by the Rhodents with 4-1-0. Fourth place is
according to Carol. She does not surf, but it ;•;
The cur.rpus house directors
being held down by Phi Epsilon
quite interested in ice skating. Anybody can X
voted unanimous support of the
Kappa with a record of 3-0-2.
learn to board skate, Carol said, and if'is also * intramural sports program at a
The Hawks and APO are fifth
cheap; you can make your own board.
X meeting Tuesday morning, acand sixth respectively. The
Carol said, that the girls in her dorm think ;;: cording to Charles Exley, direcHawks are 3-1-1 and APO is 1-3she is "crazy" going out skating at night, but x ' tor of intramurals.
1. Delta Pi Alpha is seventh
It was decided at the meeting
"that has never bothered me," she added.
j£
with a 1-4-0 mark. The UnexCarol has many other interests. She wanted ■'•• that an intramural council conpecteds are last with u 0-6-0
to take karate this quarter, but first "I must X sisting of<* one representative
record. The Rebels have formake good grades," she said and added: "I ;;: from each House council and one
feited all of their games due
to the use of an ineligible playam interested in karate not as a matter of self X from each team will be formed
to help formulate and interer.
defense but as an art." Besides she enjoys •£ pret intramural policy. "The
The women speedball tournaswimming and music, and "I hope to become -f object of the council is to inment begins Monday at 5 p.m.
a member of the Masquers."
X terpret the program to studAll captains are reminded to
That was what Carol told before returning $ ents in the hope of improving
turn in names of badminton
to the top of the sidewalk for another skate % participation," said Exley.
players together with the speedThe council holds its first
run downhill, and another one, and another $
ball practice points and all-star
meeting
on Wednesday, Novemone
...
v
lists. Girls wishing to play
—Kjerfve
3C ber 2 at 10 p.m. in the lobby
should see Coach Charles Ex- %
of Winburn Hall.
ley or Brenda Mcphail.

Student Dislikes.,..

deorge-Anne

SPURTS

Carol Faust
Enjoys Board Skating

Intramural Lead

Held by Sig Eps

House Directors
Bark Intramurals
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Netters Play Twice
Tennis Team Wants Savannah, Macon Scalps

By TOM KING
Sports Writer
The Southern tennis team
plays the first fall practice
It was Friday night. Tennis practice ended late as match Saturday in Savannah a
most days. I just managed to make it over to the dining gainst a Savannah USLTA team
and next weekend the Eagles
hall in time, seconds before the personnel closed the go to Macon to battle the Madoors. Of course I was hot and sweaty. What do con Tennis Center in another
you expect after two hours conditioning and play pra- practice meet.
Last fall was the first time
ctice. My dress was appropriate, though, I thought.
Southern played a pre-season
I wore a Southern sweat shirt, a tennis jacket, match. The netters visited Autennis shoes, white socks and a pair of tennis shorts. gusta and unexpectedly defeatthe Tennis Center, 4-2.
Quite a normal dress for a tennis player; at least it is edAgainst
Savannah the Eagles
considered so the world over. I think it looks quite neat start six single players and five
doubles teams. The reason for
She Only Did Her Job
the unusual number of doubles
matches is to give as many
When leaving the dining hall one of the women in netters
as possible a chance to
charge came up and nicely asked me not to wear such play, according to Coach David
short shorts in the dining hall. She said they were not Hall.
Eagle netters, bolstered
decent looking. Bermuda shorts would have been ac- byThe
the return of four lettermen,
ceptable, but these were too short.
two promising prospects and a
The woman in the dining hall did not mean any- host of newcomers, will field
what Tennis Mentor Hall calls
thing bad. She only did her job. It makes it hard on the
best GSC team ever.
By BJO'RN KJERFVE
Sports Editor

■
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me and my fellow teammates, though. We don't have'
Stiles Improved
time to go back to our dorms, take a shower, get dressCOACH SCEAHCE INSPECTS
Sixteen
boys are currently try- J. B. Scearce Jr., athletic director, and J. D. McLeod, surveyor
ed and be' in the dining hall before it closes. Instead we
for the team. Among these and engineer, Swainsboro, dbcurs the location of the addition to
will now have to put on an old pair of trousers on top . ing
16 are four lettermen: Danny the Hanner Gymnasium.. McLeod is doing a topographic survey

t

of, our "too short shorts . You can imagine how that j stiles Eddie Russeii, Mack Poss
feels.
I and Bjorn Kjerfve.
■ifa.i_ u__j T_ r\~
_ i • ■■
Danny Stiles, English, '68,
'It's Hard To Draw a Line'
Thomaston, returns from last
year's squad. "Danny has imWhen I asked Mrs. Mae H. Webb, dietitian, if it proved over the summer and
would be permissible for us tennis players to wear our he will help us considerably,"
Hall commented. Eddie Russell,
tennis outfit in the dining hall to supper she referred Psy., '69, Statesboro, will reto page 26 in the Eagle-Eye, where it says that tradi- turn as the only freshman from
tional male attire in the dining hall is n o t athletic the '66 team. According to Hall,
is not quite as sharp
1
shorts. Mrs. Webb added: "It's hard to draw'a line, butipRussett
, as?nhe' was
last year, but he
tennis shorts are a little too short to be appropriate." will progress and play up to
Let's get one thing straight, I do not criticize the his potential.
Bjorn Kjerfve, Math, '67, Swepersonnel in the dining hall or Mrs. Webb for this. I do. den,
is one of two seniors who

before the architect starts working on the project.

nior class. "Mack is also taking while Olmstead is second viceup where he left off last year president of the Student Conand seems to be improving," gress.
said Hall.
Newcomers to the squad inWickham Is Hot
clude James Jackson, Joe McTwo newcomers to the GSC Daniel, Rodney Chandler, Dantennis squad are Johnny Round- ny Rice, Robin Ritter, Sam Nestree and George Wickham. jDi and Jerry Poppoll.
Roundtree, Psy., '67, Orlando, I jerry Poppell, a transfer stuFla., played the first half of I dent from Middle Georgia Colthe '66 season but failed to let-1 iegei is the only one of the
ter. Wickham, history, '67, Or-. I newcomers that has experienlando, Fia., will have a chance ;ce. He played for the MGC
to play the number one posi-jSqUaci iast year,
not direct my complaint to the administration. I merely^} j^e^d last year. Being a Geor tion on the squad this year, ac"Robin Ritter is coming along
argue - and argue in vain - against a stubborn, tradi- ! gia Rotary Student Fund stu- cording to Hall.
"Both of these boys are cap-1 fast and by the spring he
dent
BJ
pla d n m e
tional,
prudish,
colonial
type
American
society.
A
socie\
''
"
^
^
^
\
th
, ,, , .
j,. tt*
.
,
»■'»•"• one Icist s63.son. I tninK
ttidt able of playing number one for should be able to play some
ty that in some fields is extremely progressive but m B j ;s taking up where he left us. Both have played tourna- tennis for us," Hall said.
The team manager is Jake
off last year. He played in a ment tennis in Florida and
others lives in the past.
few summer tournaments and should add a great deal to our Paulk, '70 Clarkston.
What' Is Decency?
his tennis has improved," said team," Hall added.
Hall. "B.J." is treasurer of the Non-lettermen returning from
Inter Squad Play
This society can stand to see four inches of ex- Student Congress.
last year's team include Joe
According to Hall, the team
posed male leg above the knee - bermuda shorts. But Mack Poss, P.E. '67, Lincoln- Mercer, Phys. E., '67, Jeffersonis currently engaged in an interville,
and
Robin
Olmstead,
Math
ton,
will
return
for
his
last
it cannot stand 10 inches - my tennis shorts. Or can
squad tournament. Each memyear. Poss was captain of the 68, Pensacola, Fla. Mercer is the ber
of the team
it? I believe so, and I believe the rule is as the Eagle- '66
challenges the
netters and recently was e- manager of "the gymnastics and j other
Eye puts it: "traditional". People a"e afraid of chan- lected vice president of the se- president of the senior class, •
Payers. The one with the
best record will be seeded numges. I agree that when you eat together with others,
i ber one. "If we have boys with
you should be neatly dressed. Still I do not think it
! identical records, they will tie
! off and be seeded accordingly,"
matters whether you wear bermuda shorts or tennis
i said Hall.
shorts. Decency is not six inches of trouser leg. Your The S Club meets for the first!
Hall encourages anyone interday November 3 in the Hollisj
attitude and behavior are what count.
time in almost two years Thurs-j Bm^ing, room six, according to ested in tennis to come to pracCoach Ron Oertley, faculty ad- tice at 4 p.m. on the courts
beside the Hanner Gym. "We
viser.
practice for about three or four
"It will strictly be an infor- more weeks and then resume
mation and orientation meet- practice in the spring," Hall
ing," Oertley said. "We want to concluded.
For the past month, about 40
explain the reactivation of the''
persons have taken part in the
club, elect officers and restate
fall baseball practice under guithe purpose."
dance of baseball mentors J.
I. Clements and Bill Spieth.
The S-Club is open to all men
The mild weather has allowed
having received letters from
the team to put in work which
Southern, and Oertley urges all
the coaches call "invaluable to
Bob Johnson, a 6-5 solettermen to attend the meetthe success of the spring team."
phomore forward, was inUntil last week, the group
ing. It does not matter wheadvertantly omitted from
was working on fundamentals
last week's basketball
ther
the
lettermen
are
old
memof the game.
sketches. Johnson was a
bers
of
the
club
from
a
couple
According to coach Spieth
spot starter for last year's
the team looks strong defenof years ago, or if they are
freshman team which possively, but he also said that he
prospective members.
ted a 13-3 record, and
could not comment on the hitting.
Johnson finished the seaAccording to Oertley the club
Spieth is mainly working on
son with an average of
developing a strong pitching
six points a game. A rugwill be reactivated and new
staff. He said that some of the
ged competitor, Johnson
members
initiated
prior
to
the
pitchers have good stuff, but
is at his best under the
start of the basketball season.
"LOOK HHKE! YOU MUST ..."
need work on mechanics to get
boards. He is from Inthe fine points which make
fjach Bill Spieth Instructs Catcher Jimmy Williams
dianapolis,
Ind.
the good pitchers.

S-Club Meeting Set

Baseballers

Still Practice

Don't Forget
Bob Johnson!

'imttjent Wh

i

ill

Lynn Willey is unhappy with the parking
situation on campus so she decided to
investigate first hand, literally, through
the eyes of a campus security officer.
Only trouble was she wouldn't get off the
phone. This senior psychology major is
from Savannah and enjoys singing, modern dance, and swimming. She plans a
career in clinical psychology after graduation. Lynn will play the female lead
role of Nellie in the college's winter
quarter production of "South Pacific."
One of the songs she will sing is "One
Hundred and One Pounds of Fun." Her
own weight? You guessed it, exactly 101
pounds.
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weach for TMOBBIMS
■ ", QUALITY
' MEATS

Buggy & Wagon Co.
'Complete Line of Hardware'
Loccited in Downtown SfotosbofO
1 Couitfond St.

COL. SANDERS
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
Monday-Tuesday
Box of Chicken

88c —$110 vol.

—Friday—

Shrimp Basket—21 Fried Shrimp
French Fries Rolls Tarter Sauce
M .25—Reg, * 1.65 Value
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN TAKE HOME
Next Door To Paragon

744-3214

Nic Nac
Grille

-3-

"It Costs Less
To Eat Out"
We Cater To
%Sports
All Orders
Available To Go
I Block off 301
H Open 5:45 a.m. to ]|
I 1:00 p.m.
IJStatesboro's Oldest If
R. C. Webb Owner
63 E. Main Ph. 764-2853 -it
\

